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Qubit-qubit interactions can significantly boost quantum coherence times for Bell states. The coherence-time-
enhancements are however not monotonic and there exists a phase where further increasing the interaction is
unhelpful. A resonator in a suggested circuit QED type implementation of the Tavis-Cummings(Dicke) model,
is shown to shift this transition point depending on the number of loaded photons. This allows the resonator
to amplify the coherence enhancements in certain regimes. The interactions also induce unusual collapse and
revival type behavior for the entanglement dynamics. A new and exact open quantum systems formalism – the
quasi-Hamiltonians for the Dicke model thus reveals how a Bell state in a resonator can be protected against
1/f noise from randomly fluctuating two level systems. Simple circuit level details are given for flux qubits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Qubits are typically formed from anharmonic systems such
as impurities, quantum dots (QD) or Josephson junction (JJ)
devices that have unevenly spaced energy levels. In order
to ‘lock-in’ to the two eigenstates that constitute the qubit,
they are resonantly coupled to a system with evenly spaced
energies – a harmonic oscillator. Of the many such possi-
ble cavity-QED systems[1–3], superconducting (SC) qubits
coupled to transmission line resonators or LC oscillators[4–
6] have drawn a tremendous amount of attention as it allows
for extremely strong resonator-qubit coupling[7]. This easily
facilitates interconversion between solid-state- and photonic
qubits, it allows the distant transmission of quantum informa-
tion and the resonators can be used for qubit read out.
However these circuit-QED type setups are not closed
quantum systems, which results in the loss of quantum coher-
ence. Of their many possible decoherence mechanisms, such
as non-cavity mode decay, vacuum fluctuations and electri-
cal noise[8] – 1/f noise is one of the hardest to deal with
and is arguably the leading cause of decoherence for most SC
qubits[9].
Flux qubits, Phase qubits and the Quantronium are all
susceptible to 1/f flux noise[10–12]. Charge qubits such
as Cooper-pair-boxes(CPB) are typically susceptible to 1/f
charge noise[13, 14]. Though CPB variants like the Trans-
mon, split-Transmon and Xmons are largely insensitive to
charge noise, they not necessarily completely immune to flux
noise for various reasons[14, 15].
Though 1/f flux noise was first observed in SQUIDs quite
some time ago[16, 17], its exact microscopic origins are not
fully understood. It is thought that fluctuating two-level-
systems(TLSs) at the at the JJ’s metal-insulator interface[10,
18] lead to flux noise. Due to the recent interest in quantum
computing, a number of models have attempted to explain this
phenomenon[19–26]. Phenomenologically the TLSs behave
like Ising spins that randomly flip in time. Experimental evi-
dence also suggests the presence of long range magnetic order
among the TLSs[27–29]
One way to minimize the effects of the TLSs is by suit-
ably engineering the Josephson tunnel junction[30, 31]. Other
ways, that can be used in conjunction, would be to use tech-
niques such as dynamical decoupling(DD)[32, 33], topologi-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Two superconducting qubits with σzσz or
σyσy interactions forming a Bell state and in a resonator cavity. A
strongly entangled Bell state is less suseptible to local 1/f noise
which arises from the several fluctuating two-level systems, present
at the SQUID’s metal-insulator interface.
cal protection[34] and decoherence free subspaces(DFS)[35,
36]. Active methods, such quantum error correcting
codes(QECC)[37, 38] can also be used for additional protec-
tion in case of a bit-flip or phase-flip error (or any linear com-
bination). However QECCs require a lot of physical qubits,
frequent monitoring, and moreover the error rate per qubit
must be small for the QECC to be effective[39]. Hence the
qubits need to be inherently less susceptible to noise in the
first place.
In general, 1/f noise is a problem for other types of qubits
as well such as those based on semiconductor QDs[14, 40–
43], where random telegraphic noise arises due to the elec-
trons tunneling between the reservoir and the QD. As cav-
ity QED quantum information processing schemes involving
QDs typically rely on strong coupling to a photonic crystal’s
cavity mode[3, 44], the implementation suggested in this pa-
per will also be applicable to these semiconductor systems.
Resonators operating in the dispersive regime are usually
used for qubit read out[8, 45, 46] where loading more pho-
tons allows for greater discernability. A different role is sug-
gested here for the resonator and the loaded photons. In this
paper a passive technique is proposed to protect non-local
logical qubits against local 1/f noise in a suggested circuit-
QED(or cavity-QED) type setup. More specifically, qubit-
qubit interactions(J) are shown to significantly boost the co-
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2herence times of an entangled Bell state qubit in a resonator
if the noise on one qubit is minimally correlated to the other.
The coherence enhancements are however non-monotonic and
there is a phase where further increasing J is detrimental.
The resonator can shift this transition point and the shift de-
pends on the average photon number. In some regimes for
large J , the resonator cavity can in fact amplify the coherence-
enhancements as more photons are loaded into the system.
If the noise on each qubit is uncorrelated then the inter-
action induced suppression of decoherence for the Bell State
qubits is somewhat like DD. DD works by applying pulsed
unitary-rotations to flip the qubit’s precession about an axis
orthogonal to the noise. In the Bell State basis however such
uncorrelated dephasing noise will cause pole to pole oscilla-
tions on the effective Bloch sphere[47] and the J now acts
orthogonally to this and internally generates precession which
counters the noise. This interaction based technique can be
thought of as a rotated typical DD Hamiltonian. Also, much
like DD this method is most effective for longer noise cor-
relation times[47]. In general, for multi-qubit networks, it is
possible to implement universal gates sets and manipulate en-
tangled states on bipartite lattices, where the interactions are
always turned on, by using scalable pulse sequences[48, 49].
Since a key requirement for this method to work is that the
noise on one qubit be minimally correlated with the noise on
the other qubit, having two physically separate but interacting
JJ device qubits forming the logical Bell state qubit is well
suited for this. In addition having the two qubits inside the
resonator induces new photon number dependent phases for
the coherence improvements. Multi-Qubit Tavis-Cummings
models(TCMs) have been experimentally realized using dif-
ferent types of SC qubits[50–52]. Also in general, two qubit
gate operations have been realized for semiconductor based
singlet-triplet Bell state qubits[53].
A very recently introduced quasi-Hamiltonian
formalism[54, 55] is key in uncovering these results.
Typically Lindblad master equations(LME) are used to
model dissipation[56]. However the LMEs are phenomeno-
logical and don’t provide a connection to the underlaying
microscopic noise mechanisms. Moreover since the LME
inherently assumes that the noise is Markovian, the decoher-
ence effects becomes irreversible and hence LMEs are not
particularly useful for modeling the restoration of quantum
coherence via unitary operations such as DD or the method
suggested here.
In the quasi-Hamiltonian(Hq) method, the cavity-qubit dy-
namics is combined with TLS’s stochastic dynamics in a man-
ner similar to path integrals, so that the ensemble averaged dy-
namics of the entire system can be obtained from the single-
shot non-unitary evolution of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.
Following an earlier derivation for the Jaynes-Cummings
model[57], the quasi-Hamiltonian for the TCM in the pres-
ence of N TLSs is presented in this paper.
The model and the quasi-Hamiltonian method are presented
in the next section. In Sec.III, the main results are discussed,
followed by a flux qubit example with details at the circuit
level in SecIV. Some comments are made on the role of LMEs
in the context of this paper in Sec.V.
II. THE MODEL AND METHOD
Consider two SC qubits coupled to a single quantized mode
of a resonator as shown in fig.1. At the metal insulator in-
terface of the qubits there exist a number of fluctuating TLS
which flip randomly in time. The system Hamiltonian is:
H = Hsys + Hfluc where, the Tavis-Cummings term with
qubit-qubit interactions is
Hsys = ωra
†a+ Jννσ(1)ν σ
(2)
ν (1)
+
1
2
∑
k=1,2
ω(k)o σ
(k)
z + 2λk
(
aσ
(k)
+ + a
†σ(k)−
)
,
and the noise term from the fluctuating TLSs is
Hfluc =
∑
j,k
s
(k)
j (t)
[
g
(k)
j · σ(k) + ζ(k)j
(
aσ
(k)
+ + a
†σ(k)−
)]
(2)
The TCM (or Dicke model) is block diagonal in the
{|00;n+ 1〉 , |01;n〉 , |10;n〉 , |11;n− 1〉} subspace as only
the energy conserving terms are retained in the rotating wave
approximation. Here, ω(k)o /2 is the energy separation be-
tween the qubit’s excited state |1〉 and the ground state
|0〉, ωr is the resonator frequency, a†(a) is the photon cre-
ation(annihilation) operator for a single cavity mode. Let
∆k = ωr − ω(k)o be the field detuning.
The first term in Hfluc results from the fluctuating TLSs at
the metal insulator interface which are modeled as randomly
flipping Ising spins. Here s(k)j (t) is the j
th TLS, coupled to
qubit-k (where k ∈ {1, 2}), that switches randomly between
±1 and g(k)j = [g(k)xj , g(k)yj , g(k)zj ] is the corresponding noise
amplitude vector. If the TLSs are statistically independent,
the noise on the qubit is just the sum of all contributions from
individual TLSs, whose correlation function is:
〈si(t1)sj(t2)〉 ∝ exp(−2γj |t1 − t2|)δij . (3)
Here γj is the TLS’s switching rate. The last term in Eq.2 is
due to fluctuations in the dipole coupling caused by the res-
onator. The randomly fluctuating TLSs cause energy fluctu-
ations in the qubit (depending on the noise- and qubit-basis)
which perturbs the wave function |1〉 → |1〉′ and could cause
fluctuations in λ ∝ 〈0|dˆ|1〉′, inducing an off-diagonal energy
relaxation term in the qubit subspace[57].
For the temporal dynamics, assume that the qubits and the
single resonator mode are initially unentangled pure states,
i.e. ρ(0) = ρq(0)⊗ρr(0), where the SC qubits initially form a
Bell state ρq(0) = |ψ+〉〈ψ+| (where |ψ±〉 = |01〉±|10〉 /
√
2)
and the resonator mode is ρr(0) =
∑
n|Cn|2|n〉〈n|. The
overall time dependent density matrix evolves as ρ(dt) =
U [ρq(0) ⊗ ρr(0)]U† where U = exp(−iHdt). By taking a
partial trace over the cavity mode, the reduced 2 qubit density
operator, ρ′q(dt) = Trr[ρ(dt)], can be expressed in terms of
the 16 component generalized Bloch vector η(t):
ρ′(dt) =
1
4
∑
µ,ν
ηµν(dt) [σµ ⊗ σν ] (4)
3where {µ, ν} ∈ {0, x, y, z}, σ0 = I, η00 = 1, the other ηµν
are the 15 components of the Bloch vector and σµ ⊗ σν =
Λ′µν = Λm (except µ = ν = 0) are SU(4) generators. Noting
that ρ′(dt) = Uρ′(0)U† and using the identity Tr [ΛmΛl] =
4δml, Eq.4 can be transformed into a transfer matrix equation
which governs the qubit dynamics:
η(dt) = T η(0) (5)
where Tml =
∑
n |Cn|2Tr
[
UΛmU
†Λl
]
/2 are the matrix el-
ements of T .
While the random stochastic dynamics of the TLSs is gov-
erned by the master equation [58]:
dW(t)
dt
= VW(t) (6)
where V and W are respectively the transition-rate-matrix
and flipping-probability-matrix. And so W = exp(−Vt).
By combining the stochastic and quantum transfer matrices
in a path integral type manner, in the small time limit, for
all possible TLS configurations and noting that this equates
to lim
dt→0
exp(−iHqdt) [54, 55, 57, 59] one obtains the time-
independent non-Hermitian quasi Hamiltonian that allows the
exact single shot calculation of the ensemble averaged tem-
poral dynamics of the TCM with the fluctuators: Hˆ(n)q =
Hˆ(sys)q + Hˆ(fluc)q
Hˆ(sys)q = iI ⊗
[ ∑
ν=x,y,z
Jνν(L
′
ν ⊗ Σν + Σν ⊗ L′ν) + (7)
(∆1L
′
z − λ′1
√
n+ 1L′x)⊗ L′0 + L′0 ⊗ (∆2L′z − λ′2
√
n+ 1L′x)
]
,
Hˆ(fluc)q = i
N∑
j=1
γj(σ
(j)
x − I)⊗ L′0 ⊗ L′0 + (8)
i
[
M∑
j=1
σ(j)z ⊗ gj · L′ ⊗ L′0 +
N∑
j=M+1
σ(j)z ⊗ L′0 ⊗ gj · L′
]
.
Here M uncorrelated TLSs coupled to one qubit and N −M
to the other, L′i=x,y,z are the 4 × 4 form of the SO(3)-
generators[47], L′0 is the identity,L
′ = [L′x, L
′
y, L
′
z], I is a 2N
dimensional identity, 2Σx = Λ′ox + Λ
′
zx , 2Σy = Λ
′
xo + Λ
′
xz
and 2Σz = Λ′xx −Λ′yy. The final ensemble averaged time de-
pendent 16 component 2-qubit Bloch vector is obtained from
the following projection:
η(t) = 〈fN |...⊗〈f1|
∑
n
|Cn|2e−iH
(n)
q t|i1〉⊗ ...|iN 〉η(0) (9)
where |ij〉 and |fj〉 are the initial and final state vectors of the
jth TLS, that satisfy Wj |ij(fj)〉 = |ij(fj)〉. For an unbiased
TLS: |ij〉 = |fj〉 = [1, 1]/
√
2. Note that Hˆ(sys)q by itself re-
turns an exact solution for just the TCM model. In general
the two qubits and the resonator form a tripartite system and
there are four non-equivalent ways to partition this into bipar-
tite subsystems[60]. For the entanglement dynamics of the
Bell states, the marginal density operator is considered with
the cavity mode traced out to calculate the concurrence – a
measure of two-body entanglement[61]:
C(ρ) = max [√κ1 −√κ2 −√κ3 −√κ4, 0] (10)
where, κm=1,2,3,4 are the eigenvalues of ρ(σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗
σy) in decreasing order. ρ(t) is obtained from Eqs.4 and 9.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A 1/γ distribution of γs is taken to generate a 1/f noise
power spectrum, P (ω) =
∑
j
∫ 〈sj(0)sj(t)〉 e−iωtdt as
shown in Figs. 2-(a). An individual qubit’s lifetime is cal-
culated with 〈n〉 = 0 and 〈σz(x)(t)〉 is fit to exp(−t/T2(1)) at
short times. The noise parameters are then adjusted so that for
a typical value of λ = 100 MHz, the resulting T1(2) is very
similar to experiment[62]. Here the fitted noise parameters
are gjz ≈ 0.2λ, gjx ≈ gjy = 3gjz so that the individual qubit’s
lifetimes with 〈n〉 = 0 are T1 = 400λ−1 and T2 = 100λ−1.
Note that gz = 20 MHz is comparable to the TLS splitting
energies reported so far (the average is about 10 MHz [10, 63]
while the largest is 45 MHz [64]).
In Fig. 2(b), the magnitude of the Bloch vector,|η| (a mea-
sure of purity), and the concurrence,C(ρ), is shown as a func-
tion of time for various interaction strengths Jzz for the qubits
initially prepared in the ψ+ Bell state and the single resonator
mode initially in a coherent state |Cn|2 = exp(−〈n〉)〈n〉n/n!.
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FIG. 2. (color online) (a) Noise spectrum of 4 TLSs that each qubit
is subjected to. The 1/f noise is indicated by the slope dP/dω ∼ 1
in the inset. Magnitude of the Bloch vector, η (offset by +1) and
the concurrence, C(ρ), for the ψ± = |01〉 ± |10〉 /
√
2 Bell states
shown as a function of normalized time (λt) and Jzz coupling in the
presence of 1/f noise for (b) 〈n〉 = 1 (c) 〈n〉 = 5 and (d) 〈n〉 = 10
photons. Note that C has the same dependence on J as η.
4The average number of photons, 〈n〉, are increased from fig.
2(b)-(d). These calculations are done by exactly solving Eq.9
numerically. In Fig. 3, the dissipative dynamics is shown for
Jxx and Jyy interactions for 〈n〉 = 1. It is clear that while
Jzz strongly suppresses the decoherence, Jyy also works but
is not as effective and almost no improvements are seen for
Jxx. While |η| and C(ρ) tend to track each other they are not
in one-to-one correspondence. Furthermore the concurrence
displays collapse and revival type behavior which depends on
J and is infact more distinct for small 〈n〉.
Note that though a coherent state was chosen for the res-
onator, it makes no qualitative difference for these effects
if some other state, for e.g., a thermal state is chosen as
shown in Fig.4, where |Cn|2 = 〈n〉n/(〈n〉 + 1)1+n and
〈n〉 = [exp(βωr)− 1]−1.
To understand how J suppresses decoherence consider an
effective Bloch sphere with ψ± poles in the presence of pure
dephasing noise[47]. In the absence of any coupling, the de-
phasing noise causes the ensemble averaged effective Bloch
vector to dissipatively oscillate between the ψ+ and ψ− poles
through the center, since averaging restores chiral symmetry.
Now, when J is turned on in a direction orthogonal to the
poles, the effective Bloch vector will tend to precess about
one of the poles – which essentially counters the dissipation
due to the noise, which is trying to drive η towards the center
of the Bloch sphere.
The above effective single qubit picture is not applicable
in the presence of energy relaxation and the resonator – this
needs the full 15 component Bloch vector. For a better un-
derstanding Hq is expanded to 4th order in time. For an
initial Bell state,the non-zero Bloch vector components are
ηox = ηxo, ηxx, ηyy , ηyz = ηzy , ηzz . Also note that the res-
onator breaks the symmetry between x and y. Consider ηyy,
as it is most representative of the behavior shown in Figs.2
and 3:
ηyy(t) ≈
∑
n
|Cn|2
(
1− (λ2n + 1
2
∑
j
g2j )t
2 +
1
3
∑
j
γjg
2
j t
3 (11)
+
[
λ2n(J
2
zz + λ
2
n) + (J
2
xx + 3λ
2
n)
∑
j
g2zj + (J
2
zz + 6λ
2
n)
∑
j
g2xj
+
∑
j
g2j (1− 4γ2j ) + 6g21g22
] t4
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FIG. 3. (color online) Same as fig.2 but for (a) Jxx and (b) Jyy
qubit-qubit interactions with 〈n〉 = 1 photon.
where g2j = g
2
xj + g
2
zj and λn = λ
√
n+ 1.
The effect of the interaction is seen earliest in t4. Though
Jzz is key in suppressing decoherence, its effectiveness also
depends on λ as apparent from the J2zzλ
2
n term. Both Jzz and
Jxx couple to noise components orthogonal to them, but this
term is ineffective as the gs are small. Note that the main
reason why Jxx does not affect the dynamics (see Fig.3.(b))
is because this interaction term simply commutes with the
λn(σ
(j)
− a
† + σ(j)+ a) term that is also along x. From this it
follows that a non-commuting Jyy term will also suppress the
decoherence (as shown in Fig.3.(a)). The introduction of just
Jyy leads to new terms −λngyjgzjt3 and J2yy(λ2n +
∑
g2j )t
4
in Eq.III (also set Jxx = Jzz = 0). Jyy’s effectiveness in
preserving coherence is however affected by its coupling to z
and x noise components. If both Jyy and Jzz are introduced
then this leads to cross terms like −JzzJyyλ2t4, which are
sign dependent but could be useful in some cases[65].
Apart from the TLSs, the resonator also decoheres the
qubits as more photons, 〈n〉, are loaded as shown in Figs.2(b)-
(c). However the minimum floor that η (and C) can deco-
here to, is set by J . This is better understood by considering
pure dephasing noise in the weak noise coupling limit so that
[Hsysq ,Hflucq ] ≈ 0), which gives:
ηyy(t) ≈
∏
j
∑
n
|Cn|2 λ
2
n cos(ϕt) + J
2
λ2n + J2
ζj(t) (12)
ζj(t) =
[
cos(Ωt) +
γj
Ωj
sin(Ωjt)
]
e−γjt (13)
where ϕ =
√
J2 + λ2n, Ωj =
√
g2z − γ2j and J = Jzz or Jyy.
Note that all the figures shows exact numerical calculations.
In the absence of J and the noise, each cos(λ
√
n+ 1t) term
in the summation represents Rabi oscillations (weighted by
|Cn|2). At t = 0 these terms are perfectly correlated, however
at longer times destructive and then constructive interference
between these terms leads to the collapse and revival of Rabi
oscillations (CRR). Generally CRR is more distinct when 〈n〉
increases. A very intriguing feature here is that for higher J ,
ηyy (or C(ρ) in figs.2 and 3) show very distinct and persistent
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FIG. 4. (color online) Bloch vector (η) and concurrence (C) for the
Bell states with Jzz interactions in the presence of 1/f noise and
with the resonator initially in a thermal state with (a) βω = 1 corre-
sponding to 〈n〉 = 0.58 and (b) βω = 0.25 or 〈n〉 = 3.52. C and η
have the same dependence on J .
5CRR even just for 〈n〉 = 1. This is because as J increases, the
minimum floor of the collapse and the frequencyϕ (associated
with different photon excitations) also increases.
The dissipation term, Eq.13, can be classified into non-
Markovian (gz > γ), Markovian (gz < γ) and an intermedi-
ate regime (gz ∼ γ). For Markovian noise, the trigonometric
functions become hyperbolic functions leading to a monoton-
ically decaying the Bloch vector. For 1/f noise, the gjs fall in
between the selected range of γjs resulting in a mixture. The
Markovian noise part mostly tends to dominate and washout
the oscillatory behavior of the non-Markovian noise, though
small oscillations superposed on top of a smoothly decaying
function are visible in fig.2-(b). Once the 〈n〉 is increased
the resonator induced dissipation will completely dominate as
seen in fig.2-(c) and (d). Much like DD, the method proposed
in this paper works best when the noise is non-Markovian or
the noise correlation times are large.
In general, for two entangled qubits the dissipative behavior
cannot be characterized just by T1 and T2. However, in order
to understand how the overall decay will scale with J , the
envelope of η(t) is fit to exp(−t/τe) from which the decay
constant τe is extracted. In fig.5, τe (normalized to τe|J = 0)
is shown as a function of Jzz and Jyy for various 〈n〉. It is seen
that initially τe increases rapidly as a nonlinear function of J ,
which is a very encouraging since even small improvements
in the maximum-achievable-J can lead to significantly more
robust Bell state qubits.
However, when integrated over longer times, τe does not
monotonically keep increasing with J . There exists a phase
where τe begins to decrease with increasing J beyond a
certain threshold. Though the initial dτe/dJ slope is always
greater for smaller 〈n〉, the eventual threshold for the rollover
(i.e. dτe/dJ = 0) increases with 〈n〉. These resonator medi-
ated pseudo amplification features can be explained from the
more exact analytical form for ηyy (which is very ungainly).
However this expression for ηyy has factors of the form:
|Cn|2 cos
[
t
(
J2 + λ2n + g
2
z ±
√
(J2 − g2z)2 + 2J2λ2n
) 1
2
]
.
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FIG. 5. (color online) Improvements in the normalized envelope
function coherence time, τe/(τe|J = 0), for the ψ± qubit as a func-
tion of the coupling strength J and average photon number 〈n〉 for
(a) J = Jzz and (b) J = Jyy . (c) τe as a function of 〈n〉 for
J = 0. Enhancements with J for τe saturate unless further ampli-
fied by loading more 〈n〉. Note that the 1/f noise parameters are the
same as in the other figures.
In one case, the argument tends to zero for large J leading
to an unhelpful slowly decaying cosine function in the first
quadrant. For a fixed λn, a large J will lead to saturation. At
saturation, increasing 〈n〉 (hence λn) increases the effective
frequency, which pushes back the dτe/dJ = 0 threshold.
Subsequently, revival of Rabi oscillations also help boost τe.
IV. QUANTUM CIRCUITRY FOR FLUX QUBITS
The discussion so far was general and did not pertain to
any particular type of SC qubit. A specific design example is
given in this section for the simplest flux qubits or rf-SQUIDs
with zz interactions. The qubits are capacitively coupled to
a single resonator mode at the same time. Strong coupling
of flux qubits to quantum oscillators has been experimentally
demonstrated [66–68]. To exhibit quantum behavior the cir-
cuit’s physical dimensions must be much smaller than the
driving wavelength, which is easily achieved in these micron
circuits[69]. Also tunable zz interactions were experimen-
tally realized for flux-qubits some years ago using inductive
coupling[70, 71]. In general, various types of qubit-qubit in-
teractions are possible for different qubit types[65, 72, 73].
The Hamiltonian for the circuit in Fig.6 consists of the fol-
lowing qubits, interaction and resonator terms
H = HQ +HI +HR. (14)
In Fig.6, the potential energy term from the inductors is∑
i,j IiLijIj/2 and the flux-linkage of loop-j is Φj =∑
i LijIi. From this and the potential energy of the JJ it fol-
lows that the Hamiltonian for the effective flux qubits with a
single SC loop and a single JJ is:
HQ =
∑
j=1,2
Qˆ2j
2C ′j
−E(j)J cos(ϕ(j))−
(Φ(j) − Φ(j)e )2
2L′j
(15)
where ϕ(j) = 2piΦ(j)/Φo is the phase difference across the
JJ in loop-j, Φo = h/2e is the magnetic flux quantum, Φ(j)
and Φ(j)e are respectively the flux and the externally applied
flux in the loop. Here C ′j = Cj + Cgj , Cj is the junction
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Circuit diagram for two SC flux qubits induc-
tively coupled for zz interactions, while also coupled to the single
mode of a resonator or the LC oscillator.
6capacitance and L′j = Lj −L2ij/Li is the effective self induc-
tance. It should be ensured that Lij 6=
√
LiLj . The Joseph-
son energy is EJ = IoΦo/2pi where, Io is the critical current.
Qˆ = −i~∂/∂Φ is the charge operator and [Φ, Qˆ] = i~.
In the long wavelength limit, using the canonical relations,
the single qubit Hamiltonian can be mapped on to a tight-
binding model:
HQ′ = −τ(c†kck+1 + c†kck−1) + (2τ − vk)c†kck (16)
where ck and c
†
k are the 2e creation and annihilation oper-
ators for phase site-k, τ = EC/a2, EC = (2e)2/2C ′j is
the JJ’s charging energy, a = ∆ϕ is the lattice constant,
vk = EJ cos(ϕk) + EL(ϕk − ϕe)2 and EL = ~2/2(2e)2L′.
For flux qubitsEJ >> EC . Sample calculations, using 100
gridsites and the lowest eigenenergies and eigenstates used to
from the qubit basis is shown in fig.7. Here ϕe = pi +  (cor-
responding to the external flux: Φe ∼ Φo/2) which gives the
double well potential shown in the figure.  breaks the degen-
eracy between the ground states E0` and E0r. Ψ0` and Ψ0r
are the lowest states in each well, corresponding to opposite
directions of circulating persistent currents and form the flux
qubit basis as follows:
〈Ψ0`,Ψ0r|HQ′|Ψ0`,Ψ0r〉 = ε
2
σz +
δ
2
σx, (17)
where ε = 2Ip(Φe −Φo/2), Ip is the persistent current in the
loop and δ is the tunneling splitting that lifts the degeneracy
between the clockwise and counterclockwise current states.
The qubit-qubit interaction term from considering the
cross-flux-linkage in the loops in Fig.6 is
HI = L12
L212 − L1L2
(Φ1 − Φ1e)(Φ2 − Φ2e) (18)
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 phase (φ−pi)
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|ψ1r|2
|ψ0r|2|ψ0l|2
|ψ1l|2
FIG. 7. (Color online) (top) Single qubit potential well and the
ground state and the first excited state in each well (bottom) the re-
spective wave functions. Ψ0` and Ψ0r correspond to opposite direc-
tions of circulating persistent currents and form the flux qubit basis.
Here the external ϕ(j)e = pi + , where  breaks the degeneracy be-
tween the ground states E0` and E0r .
where L12 = L21 is the mutual inductance, Φ1 = Φkc
†
kck⊗ I
and Φ2 = I ⊗ Φkc†kck. If the tunneling is negligible, δ ≈ 0,
then up to a minor phase factor
〈ΨQ ⊗ΨQ|HI |ΨQ ⊗ΨQ〉 = Jzzσzσz (19)
where |ΨQ〉 = |Ψ0`,Ψ0r〉. In the presence of tunneling there
are small σxσx terms and σxσz type cross terms.
Note that in the presence of flux noise from the TLS in Φe
and without tunneling, the projected interaction will also re-
sult in Jzz[g
(1)
j s
(1)
j (t)× g(2)j′ s(2)j′ (t)]σzσz noise cross terms in
Eq.2, but these are very small.
Finally second quantizing the fundamental resonator mode,
the resonator plus the qubit-resonator interaction term (cou-
pled via Cgj) is
HR = ~ωra†a+
∑
j
VjQˆj(a− a†) (20)
where ωr = (LRCR)−1/2 and Vj = i(Cgj/C ′j)
√
~ωr/2CR.
Since Qˆ = (c†kck+1 − c†kck−1) ea , by projecting onto the qubit
subspace for the lowest wavefunctions in fig.7 it is seen that
〈ΨQ| Qˆ |ΨQ〉 ∝ σy . Therefore by making the RWA, iσy(a−
a†) ≈ (σ+a+σ−a†), the Jaynes-Cummings type coupling of
Eq.1 is obtained.
V. COMMENT ON LINDBLAD EQUATIONS
Lindblad master equations are one of the most commonly
used methods for modeling dissipative open quantum systems.
They dynamically map the density matrices in a completely
positive and trace preserving way while assuming a memory-
less quantum channel and have the general form:
dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] + χρχ† − 1
2
(
χ†χρ+ ρχ†χ
)
(21)
Multiplying Eq.21 by the identity operator wherever neces-
sary so that the identity [74]:
−−−→
AρB = (A⊗B)~ρ can be used
to factor out ~ρ, the Lindbald equation can be exactly trans-
formed into a superoperator equation:
d~ρ
dt
= L~ρ (22)
where ~ρ is a column vector representation of the density ma-
trix, L = L′(H) + L′′(χ) and
L′(H) = −iH ⊗ I + iI ⊗H (23)
L′′(χ) = χ⊗ χ† − 1
2
(
χ†χ⊗ I + I ⊗ χ†χ) (24)
Hence ~ρ(t) = exp(Lt)~ρ(0).
Typically the qubit’s relaxation and dephasing mechanisms
are phenomenologically taken into account by introducing T1
and T2 times as follows:
χq =
∑
j
1√
T1j
σ
(j)
− +
√
1
2
(
1
T2j
− 1
2T1j
)
σ(j)z . (25)
7While L′ and L′′ do not necessarily commute, for the most
general qubit-qubit interaction Hamiltonian HI = Jννσνσν ,
the corresponding superoperators commutes:
[L′(HI),L′′(χq)] = 0. (26)
Hence the interaction term will have absolutely no ef-
fect on the dynamics and therefore the interaction-driven-
suppression-of-decoherence is not reproducible with the Lind-
blad formalism. This is because the Lindblad method assumes
delta function correlations for the noise[75]. Whereas an ac-
curate treatment of 1/f noise requires e−2γt type correlations
with a log-normal distribution of γ. The quasi Hamiltonian
method treats this noise correlation distribution exactly. Also,
the Lindblad equations are derived by expanding the von-
Neumann equation(VNE) to second order, whereas the quasi-
Hamimtonian method solves the VNE and the stochastic mas-
ter equation exactly.
The decay of the fundamental resonator mode is similarly
modeled by considering χr =
√
ωr/Qa, where Q is the res-
onator’s quality factor. Within the Lindblad formalism the in-
teraction term does not affect this decay for the reasons men-
tioned above. Overall a high quality factor resonator would
be best for the suggested effects to be observable. Alterna-
tively the detuning, ∆, could also be a useful parameter. Very
high Q-factors have been reported for coplanar waveguide res-
onators hosting flux qubits[7, 76]. Newer, high-Q 3D res-
onator cavities, such as those used for transmons[77] and flux
qubits[78], could also be very useful.
VI. SUMMARY
As long as the qubit-qubit interactions are orthogonal to
the resonator-qubit coupling, the coherence times are shown
to improve drastically for the entangled Bell states, where
each physical qubit subjected to local low frequency noise.
These improvements however tend to saturate and then de-
crease slowly with further increases in the interaction strength.
At this saturation point the resonator amplifies the normal-
ized coherence enhancements when loaded with more pho-
tons. When compared to 〈n〉 = 1, the resonator can always
amplify the absolute enhancement. Coupling between the in-
teractions and the resonator mode also induce unusual col-
lapse and revival of the entanglement dynamics.
While the zz-interactions are optimal for boosting the co-
herence times, the proof-of-concept could also be established
with yy interactions. Overall, the quasi-Hamiltonian treat-
ment of the Tavis-Cummings model with the TLS is exact and
is key in revealing these results – which cannot be obtained
with other methods that make the Markov approximation.
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